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Abstract
Gentrification, the urban process that results from uneven development within cities, can
cause unjust displacement of traditional, low-income residents in residential
neighborhoods, and inequitable access to community services and benefits. Because of the
negative social impacts that gentrification can have, many local governments and agencies have
been known to attempt to mitigate changes by initiating different types of planning
policies. Such policies usually apply changes in housing or zoning rules to enable lower-income
residents to have access to housing and community amenities in the area. Another aspect
resulting from gentrification that local government will try to rectify is low access to green
spaces for marginalized communities in order to tackle environmental justice issues. However,
when this occurs, an ironic situation can emerge within the urban core known as the ‘green-space
paradox’. This study, focused on the eastern part of Austin, Texas, USA, analyzed
demographic census data and green space locations within a 5-year period before and after the
‘Imagine Austin’ plan was initiated to assess the relationship between gentrification and green
spaces. This study intends to provide clarity over the potential impact of green infrastructure
planning initiatives and the resulting urban social changes that can occur and negatively
affect marginalized residents.
This study utilized public data from the U.S. Census, the American Community Survey,
and the City of Austin to analyze demographic trends near city parks for the years of 2010-2015
and 2017-2022 through use of spatial regression and buffer zone techniques. These tools
revealed the parks that are experiencing green gentrification in the study area. In order to
determine if the ‘Imagine Austin’ plan had an impact on the gentrification in the targeted area,
the construction years of the parks experiencing high green gentrification were examined. While

this study revealed that there is a correlation between proximity to parks and surrounding
demographic factors, the parks experiencing green gentrification were all created before the
‘Imagine Austin’ plan was initiated. While revitalization efforts of the plan could contribute to
the gentrification status of these parks, data limitations of these efforts could not provide
evidence of correlation.
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Introduction
The topic of this research project is over the relationship between green spaces and
gentrification in the East side of Austin, Texas. The issue of gentrification has been widely
discussed within the urban geography discipline over the past few decades, with the main point
of interest being over the underlying causes and effects of this phenomenon. However, the
relationship of gentrification with green spaces and green infrastructure is lacking in research.
The ‘green space paradox’, which has gained interest recently, is the ironic process that can
occur when local governments or agencies attempt to rectify green space access inequalities in
neighborhoods by creating or improving green infrastructure, but subsequently results in an
increased attraction to the area, causing further gentrification in said area (Anguelovski, 2019).
The area of interest that I have chosen has been facing increasing gentrification for decades and
is known for its environmentally friendly urban planning initiatives. There has been limited
research for this area and further knowledge could benefit the urban geography and
environmental justice field.
The purpose of this research is to first analyze the urban process of gentrification and
understand the demographic changes in correlation with nearby gardens, parks, and other green
spaces within Austin, Texas. The second goal is to determine if the greening agenda put forth in
the ‘Imagine Austin’ city plan has had an impact on the green gentrification trends, if any,
occurring in the area. To do this, I will utilize the geospatial tools provided in ArcGIS software
and demographic data obtained through the U.S. Census and City of Austin data portals.
A combination of methods such as Hot Spot analysis, Geographically Weighted
Regression, and buffer map techniques will be used in order to measure and analyze the
gentrification trends in the area. The results of the buffer maps will reveal percentage changes of
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the gentrification indicators (race, income, education, and housing) directly surrounding parks at
0.25-mile, 0.15-mile, and 0.05-mile increments over the time period of 2010-2015 and 20172022. Parks showing the expected green gentrification trend of progressive increase with closer
proximity will then be compared with the GWR local R-squared results to determine if there is
significant correlation between the given indicators and proximity to parks in that area. An
overall gentrification level will then be determined for each parks surrounding areas once all
gentrification indicators are examined. Finally, the parks years of construction will be analyzed
in order to determine if the parks created after the ‘Imagine Austin’ plan have higher rates of
gentrification than those created before.
While most studies over gentrification in Austin have been over the entire metropolitan
area, this study focuses on the area East of Interstate 35 which is widely known as a
demographically vulnerable area. There have also been relatively little studies over the
relationship between gentrification and green spaces in Austin, Texas. Because Austin is known
for having an environmentally conscious outlook when it comes to city planning initiatives, it is
worth examining the effects of these plans to determine if the intentions are truly followed
through. Broadening the understanding of the relationship between environmentally friendly city
plans and ongoing gentrification trends will hopefully strengthen the possibility of creating more
efficient solutions for areas experiencing uneven green space access.
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Literature Review
Introduction to Gentrification
Gentrification was a term first used by Ruth Glass in 1964 as a description for what was
occurring in London during the 1950’s and 1960’s. She noticed over time that certain
neighborhoods where working-class households had lived for years started being invaded by the
upper and lower middle class and upgraded into “elegant, expensive residences”. She stated,
“Once this process of ‘gentrification’ starts in a district, it goes on rapidly until all or most of the
original working class occupiers are displaced, and the whole social character of the district is
changed” (Brown-Saracino, J. 2013, Glass, 1964). The definition of gentrification has long been
disputed, mostly over the argument that the term has become too chaotic with its many
components, along with the issue over globalization (Atkinson & Bridge, 2005).
Throughout the 1980’s the chaos debate (mostly) focused on the relationship between
gender roles and gentrification along with the obvious neglect of urban model effects that the
gentrification process poses. Rose argued that gender roles were not properly defined within the
description of gentrification, and Smith insisted that it was not necessary to include in the
definition and would only create further chaos within it (Rose 1984; Smith 1987). The argument
of changing the description and concept of gentrification to fit a larger scale, and more global
level, has also become quite persistent in the academic world in the past few years. It has become
evident that gentrification has morphed into a much larger phenomenon than anticipated, and
some believe certain characteristics need to be reanalyzed and changed to reflect a more accurate
description (Smith, 2002). Regardless of the many ways to describe the term gentrification and
the arguments that go along with it, there are clear social and urban impacts that result from it
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which leads to the unjust displacement of majority non-white, lower income residents
(Anguelovski, 2018).
Generally, there are four types of neighborhood features that attract new residents or
cause neighborhood change, those being amenities, productivity, access, and price. Only changes
in one of these factors is needed to cause neighborhood change and can be anything such as
amounts or status of schools, commercial businesses, transportation infrastructure, or
rental/mortgage costs (Lin, 2017). These factors can lead to increased attraction to an area which
leads to denser populations within the inner city, creating job scarcity and related issues with
affordable housing (Caves, 2005). This cycle can cause minority households to be forced to
suburbs or the outskirts of the city because of increased housing costs, leading to a division of
classes (Smith, 1982). This displacement results in the unequal rate of access for minorities to
urban planning services and benefits (Anguelovski, 2018).
While Glass’s definition of gentrification was mostly referring to the refurbishment of
existing homes, today the term has become more general and is also applied to the complete
reconstruction of older buildings and even new development in vacant land (Brown-Saracino, J.
2013, Glass, 1964). Previously the study of gentrification focused mainly on consumption versus
production explanations but more recently an interest in exploring the social aspects and effects
has also emerged. There has also recently been an increase in discussions and attention to the
connection between green spaces and the process of gentrification, which will be discussed
further later in this thesis. This thesis will focus on gentrification descriptions, theories and
identifiers, along with specific characteristics and history of Austin Texas, environmental justice
issues that can accompany gentrification, and the relationship between gentrification and green
spaces.
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Urbanization & Revitalization in the US:
The largest effect from the process of urbanization began to take place throughout the
U.S. in the 1950’s and has made a huge impact on the population of the entire world more
recently in the early 2000’s (Buckley, 2008). Before this time, it is obvious that majority of the
population lived in rural areas due to proximity to resources, agriculture possibilities, and livable
climates. The process of urbanization can be traced back to the beginning of the Industrial
Revolution where the industries of technological invention and production brought on migration
of peoples from rural areas in search of jobs. This migration changes the urban structure of the
city by means of social norms, politics, institutional changes, financial system changes, along
with others (Buckley, 2008). Because of these migration effects, populations in the world have
had to face the difficulties and social issues that have persisted through time and accompanied
this urban change.
Industrialization has been the cause for altered modes of production and consumption,
income inequalities and uneven development between areas. Large dense populations in the
inner city create challenges for people to find jobs, which leads to additional problems such as
affordable housing, health, and increased crime rates (Caves, 2005). While most of these
problems are viewed as urban or social failures, they usually rise during overall economic
success that comes from large industries that have centered themselves in the inner city
(Buckley, 2008). One of the attempts made to mediate the negative effects of intense
urbanization is suburbanization, which represents the movement of households and businesses to
the outskirts of the central city where rent is lower, commutes are still possible, and there is still
access to the city’s resources. However, along with suburbanization comes the division of classes
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and economic abandonment of the inner city, which eventually results in economic decline
(Smith, 1982).
Urban revitalization, or renewal, is a project that many local governments have taken on
in order to restore economic viability in the central city. This usually comes to fruition due to the
increase of inner-city slums and urban decay (Caves, 2005). Urban revitalization can eventually
lead to or involve the process of gentrification, but revitalization is different in that it usually is
originally centered around policies or models that have goals of equitable development with
mixed income housing and diverse communities (Caves, 2005). Some positive outcomes of
revitalization are encouragement of long-term neighborhood owner property reinvestment, and
increased appraisal value of properties. However, outcomes similar to gentrification can be
produced from revitalization, including the burden of increased taxes on home owners who were
there prior to the neighborhood renovation, and the widespread conversion of resident renter to
owner occupied neighborhood properties (Palen, J. J. & B. London. 1984).
Gentrification is a term that stemmed from urban revitalization and is currently one of the
most controversial issues of urban geography. It presents a core problem with traditional and
long-established theories over residential location trends and urban social structure. Alonso’s
‘structural’ theory that a preference for space and low-density neighborhoods with larger housing
dominates the desire for access to central city and the culture that accompanies it is completely
undermined by the gentrification process. In the U.S. there has been a large influx of middle and
of upper-class residents moving to the suburbs along with an increase in poorer households in the
central city since the 1950’s. But more recently, beginning in the 1970’s, there has been an
evident change in social structure that has caused the continual increase of middle-class residents
in the downtown city environment (Hamnett, 1991).
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The urban process of gentrification occurs when there is a general attraction to an area
that causes higher-paid, upper-middle class groups to flock in, and pushes the lower-paid
working class out. More specifically, Lees, Slater and Wyly (2013) described gentrification as
“the transformation of a working-class or vacant area of the central city into middle-class
residential and/or commercial use”. However, today American economic geographers are more
likely to describe gentrification as a natural process that occurs in a residential area. There are
generally four types of neighborhood features that that can influence a neighborhood to change,
those being amenities, productivity, access, and price. Amenities can be anything from school
systems, restaurants and shops, or even nearby landscape features that people would be willing to
pay for in order to enjoy. Productivity levels of certain services or industries in an area is also
something that can influence the surrounding customers or workers (residents). In neighborhoods
access to local amenities, products, and services is also extremely important, therefore
transportation infrastructure can impact change as well. The last of the factors, price, reflects not
only the neighborhood itself, but also the income status of the residents that live there. Only a
change in one of these factors is necessary to cause change in a neighborhood and can influence
the start of gentrification (Lin, 2017).

Theorizing:
Throughout the theoretical development of gentrification, there has been a major
argument over whether the focus of research should be on the causes or effects of gentrification
(Brown-Saracino, 2013). One of the theories over gentrification that focuses on the causes came
majorly from Neil Smith and is now described as the ‘production-side’ theory. One of the
main drivers of gentrification in this theory was Smiths ‘rent gap’ concept. The rent gap theory is
described as the difference between capitalized ground rent and potential ground rent, which
7

when large enough results in developer’s renovation and increased profit. The rent gap is
widened when building depreciation and decay occurs, causing a large difference between the
capitalized ground rent and potential ground rent (Smith, 1979). Smith summarizes the process
of gentrification to be economically focused and as a pattern that follows the steps of
suburbanization (and the rent gap), deindustrialization, centralization and decentralization of
capital, capital accumulation to decline, and the changes of demographic and consumption
patterns as effects (Smith, 1982).
From the production-side theory gentrification is described as a process of uneven
development, where as urban sprawl or suburbanization increases, the inner city becomes
ignored and declines economically. Uneven development is societal development unique to
capitalism that is described as not taking place everywhere or at the same speed. In this theory
capitalism tendencies toward differentiation and equalization are described as the trends that are
responsible for uneven development (Smith, 1982). David Ley later becomes one of the main
people to criticize Smiths work, stating that there was a lack of empirical data that supported this
theory (Ley, 1986).
There is also the ‘consumption-side’ theory which focuses on the effects and
consequences of gentrification, first discussed by Daniel Bell, and later mostly put forth and
argued by human geographer David Ley. This theory states that the socio-cultural motives and
characteristics of the residents and gentrifiers are what drives the gentrification process. While
the production side theory focuses more on the involvement of capital in urban society, this aims
more importance on the humanist views of personal agency and choice (Hamnett, 1991). In
Ley’s look at consumer patterns in Canada, he states that households have been driven to the
inner-city for a number of reasons, some of which being small family size, two wage-earning
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households, less time or interest in home maintenance, along with lively cultural and retail
activity (Palen, J. J. & B. London. 1984). Identifying and dissecting the details and motivations
of human behaviors in the urban context is the main focus of the consumption side theory. This
theory is critical for arguments focusing on the effects of gentrification rather than the causes
(Hamnett, 1991).

Identifying and Measuring:
There are many characteristics of communities and population demographics that can be
used to identify gentrification, such as crime, displacement, economic shifts, voter turnout,
public schools, health, and others. For measuring these changes indicators like income, age, race,
education, poverty rate, profession, housing or rent costs can be considered and inspected. While
measuring data can always have some inconsistencies, it has been established that quantitative
data analysis over time is the best indicator for identifying gentrification. It has also been argued
that it is necessary to measure multiple indicators over time rather than just one, in order to
identify gentrification and avoid oversimplification. (Anguelovski, 2018)
Identifying and measuring these factors are key in order to be able to determine general
positive and negative urban, economic, or social results. Some of these positive effects that have
been able to be identified is renewal of previously decaying neighborhoods, economic
improvement, what some call “social upgrading”, and some argue that it can increase social
interaction (Ley, 1996). Some say that the influx of people to an area for shopping or attractions
can make a neighborhood safer and more interesting, creating yet another reason for more people
to seek housing in the area. While the positive impacts of gentrification are numerous, it also
causes a population structure change that results in a lack of demographic diversity and a loss of
culture and long-established communities that likely had some influence in the attraction of the
9

area in the first place (Atkinson, 2005). An unfortunate result of an influx of population into a
city is the redevelopment of certain attractions and neighborhoods that were the original reason
for moving there in the interest of increasing profit.

Control methods:
Since the awareness of gentrification has been made known by urban planners,
government agencies and the public, there have been multiple methods attempted to control the
process and effects that emerge. Some communities have made it their personal and cultural goal
to retain affordable or low-income housing in order to maintain the desired culture of the
community. Other methods include rent control, zoning ordinances, and occasionally there have
been events of direct action or protesting.
Rent control has been one of the many control tactics used, which is when the city enacts
rent stabilization ordinances that affect a certain number and type of housing units. However, the
effectiveness of this tactic has been debated due to the question over whether or not it actually
benefits the residents. Unfortunately, it has become apparent that those that benefit are usually
the long-term residents, and it can negatively affect new incoming low-income residents (Parker,
M. & K. Chapple, 2019).
The use of zoning ordinances is another method that has been implemented in cities to
manage rapid rates of gentrification, however it has been used more in suburb areas rather than
in the inner-city (Weinstein, 2015). Zoning controls exert land use rules for undeveloped land
and land that attempts to change purposes (Tretter, 2012). Zoning ordinances can enforce and
require percentages of affordable units in new developments, however this method is usually
most effective when used preemptively (Weinstein, 2015). There are of course also direct action
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and protesting efforts that can and have been used by communities to voice their opinions on the
social injustices imbedded in urban planning and gentrification.

Gentrification in East Austin
Austin, Texas has been a rapidly growing city since the 1970’s, and now has a
metropolitan area containing more than two million residents. It has become a major home for
technical industries and businesses while simultaneously creating a well-known music and
culture scene based off its many festivals and concerts. Because of its unique political and
cultural atmosphere, at least compared to the rest of the state, it has created an urban and
residential interest that has led to visibly steady economic growth and success rates. The “weird
city” environmental movements, diversity, and tolerance are what drives the love of the “sense of
place” for majority of the Austin residents (Busch, 2011, 2017). However, many residents are
now acknowledging that this well-known and established sense of socio-culture is threatened due
to the increasing group of majority white upper-middle class households coming in and pushing
out the long-time residents.
The urban geography concept of “sense of place” is the idea that place is not only a
location, but the experiences and emotional attachments that people associate with that place
along with culture, landscape, and socialization (Busch, 2011, 2017). Sense of place is not an
easy thing to identify, and even less so to measure empirically or statistically. Austin has
developed an environment that promotes diversity, along with having urban planning ideals of
high paying jobs, efficiency in infrastructure, recreational and cultural amenities, and desirable
city services. More recently Austin residents have felt this sense of place is beginning to be lost
due to neighborhood change causing a loss of identity and long-established culture.
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The ‘Keep Austin Weird’ expression was created by residents in order to preserve the
sense of place among the community, and to cultivate resistance against issues like neighborhood
change, environmental degradation, and social justice. However, with new headquarters of
companies like Amazon, Tesla, Wholefoods, Dell, etc. there has been a substantial increase of
middle-class residents in the city to meet the increase of jobs. Because the inner-city core is
already heavily developed there has been an increased attraction to the East side of Austin, where
many long-established minority households and businesses have been established for years.
Many of these businesses have now been bought out by bigger companies and transformed into
upper-scale restaurants, breweries, and retail shops to cater to the new incoming residents. This
change of landscape has also led to the gentrification of the surrounding residential
neighborhoods in the East side, mostly by means of demolition and complete reconstruction of
new and expensive homes. Now majorly because of gentrification there are worries over the
future of the city and the newfound materialism corporatization, cost of living, and the loss of
cultural character (Long, 2010).

Racial Displacement History:
While Austin now boasts about its ‘liberal’ political stance and progressive reputation, it
has unfortunately had a long and racially complicated past. During and after the Civil War
Austin was known as a safer area for slaves and Hispanics, leading to an increase in the black
and Mexican populations over the years. Some of the white residents were not fans of this, but in
order to prevent segregation of communities in cities in the US the Supreme Court created laws
in order to ban racial-based planning or actions in 1917 (McDonald, 2012). Unfortunately, the
city found ways around these laws and created a development plan in 1928 that utilized zoning
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and restrictions to outline a racially segregated city, with most of the Hispanic and black
residents being forced to reside in east Austin where commercial and industrial use was high.
The segregation of communities was basically symbolized with Interstate 35 as being the
dividing line, with minorities on the east side and the white middle and upper class on the west
side. This obviously resulted in a segregated city that limited minority neighborhoods to
environmentally compromised exposure and unequal access to city resources. Public spaces are
controlled mostly through local politics and because of this there is still remnants of racially
unjust access and spatial placement of green spaces and environmental resources throughout
Austin (Tretter, 2012). Unfortunately, the effects of this plan are still lingering in the urban
landscape of Austin today, but not until recently has this history been dredged up again due to
the increased awareness of the uneven development and displacement in the community.
‘Imagine Austin’:
In 2012 Austin created and implemented the ‘Imagine Austin’ comprehensive 40-year
plan with a vision for a sustainable, prosperous, and livable community. Tackling the ethnic
divide is another goal of the plan, with interest in improving the living conditions in the east side
while protecting residents from displacement. In order to implement the many goals of this plan,
there were eight priority action programs created, one of which was the ‘Green Infrastructure
Priority Program Implementation Team’ (GIPPIT). Departments that contribute to this program
are Watershed Protection, Planning and Zoning, Development Services, Public Works, Parks and
Recreation, Austin Energy, Austin Water, Office of Sustainability, Austin Fire, Office of Real
Estate Services, Austin Resource Recovery, Neighborhood Housing and Community
Development, Austin Transportation, and Building Services. One of the goals in this program is
to increase and improve access to parks, with ¼ mile walking distance in the urban core and ½
13

mile outside the urban core. Another goal is to incorporate green, low impact infrastructure
development requirements in the revised Land Development Code. So far, the city has released a
5-year progress report stating what has been accomplished and what still needs to be worked on
(City of Austin, 2012, 2019).
One of the main points put forth in the Imagine Austin plan was to create communities
that provide affordable and accessible housing and public amenities for all groups of people.
Another priority program created from this plan resulted in the ‘CodeNEXT’ initiative to revise
the Land Development Code, which determines how land can be used throughout the city. The
original Austin Land Development Code was written nearly 30 years ago, and because of this the
City Council and other city staff decided that it needed to be updated in order to follow the vision
of the Imagine Austin Plan. This code is said to allow for more types and capacity of housing,
along with increase in proximity to amenities. However, the CodeNEXT addresses that it will not
be able to tackle the “affordability challenges” defined in Imagine Austin. Instead, the city has
adopted the Austin Strategic Housing Blueprint, which has a goal for creating and maintaining
affordable housing options to prevent displacement of resident households. This blueprint
includes a goal of funding for the creation of 60,000 affordable housing units for households that
earn around $60,000 or less a year within the next 10 years (City of Austin, 2012). All
information in this section regarding documents and planning initiatives was found on the
austintexas.gov website.

Environmental Justice Issues
There has long been a connection between environmental justice, or the lack thereof, and
government planning and development implementation. The Environmental Protection Agency
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describes environmental justice as the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people
regardless of race, color, national origin, or income, with respect to the development,
implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies (EPA, 2022).
The EPA also states that the goal of environmental justice will be achieved when all people can
enjoy the same amount of protection from environmental hazards and have equal access to the
decision-making process to live in. In Austin, which has specifically been labeled as a
sustainable, environmentally healthy place to live, has had statistics emerge that clearly outline
that it is not such for its historically disadvantaged residents.
While there is clear proof through Austin’s Imagine Austin progress report that shows
increased access to green spaces within the city, there are also statistics showing that there has
been a steady decline in the African American population since the 1920’s, with the largest
percentage decrease occurring within the past 10 years (Busch, 2017). While the main focus of
environmental justice groups seems to be on the disproportionate location of waste and pollution
sites, another huge factor is the unequal access to parks and green spaces apparent between
majority white and minority neighborhoods. This environmental justice issue is one that seeks
the attention of urban planners and park and recreation professionals. Although many local
agencies have attempted to address this issue by creating and adding new green spaces for more
access in low-income neighborhoods, there have also been some instances where this has
backfired (Rigolon, 2020).
Despite Austin’s constant population increase and economic growth there has also been a
constant decline in the African American population since the 1920’s, with a huge percentage
decrease in the past decade. Austin’s African American population poverty rate in the suburbs
increased 143 percent from 2000 to 2011 and in some areas, there is a rate of poverty at 2000
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percent higher for African Americans than whites in the same neighborhood (Busch, 2017).
Recently the social and political focus on sustainability and eco-friendly cities has brought on the
awareness of the connection between racial inequalities and green urban infrastructure, and the
choices made by leaders on who gets to enjoy those green amenities and who does not (Busch,
2017). With the increase in density of population in the inner city, new focus on urban green
spaces are now more important than ever and are key aspects of urban planning that provide
social, health, and environmental benefits to residents (Rigolon, 2020). Many environmental
justice advocates and urban geographers now argue that minority and racial discrimination go
hand in hand with urban environmental development and has resulted in the isolation of
minorities in underfunded, less green areas and whites to cleaner, healthier and entirely more
aesthetic spaces (Busch, 2017).
There are clearly major social inequalities imbedded in urban green infrastructure. It is
evident that low income, minority households are the populations that typically contribute the
least to climate change and environmental damage compared to other groups. These households
are also the ones that have the least access to green amenities and are simultaneously the most
exposed and surrounded by environmental hazards (Anguelovski, 2019). However, now there is
a new problem emerging that presents a sort of irony, where addressing these problems for lowincome areas results in the initiation of the process of pushing out the very residents that lived
there in the first place. While it is generally the majority of geographers and environmental
scientists’ opinion that providing green infrastructure and access to green spaces is a positive, it
has become evident that greening programs can often times result in further gentrification.
Apparently, the increased incorporation of green spaces into existing neighborhoods has the
potential to create a type of aesthetic that appeals to higher-income residents, leading to an influx
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of those residents in the area, hence leading to further gentrification (Anguelovski, 2018). Now
another question is presented, how can the displacement of minorities be avoided while
simultaneously improving the urban living standards surrounding them?

Green Spaces and Community Gardens
Recently there has been a discussion in the urban geography discipline regarding the
relationship between green spaces and gentrification. It has been shown in multiple studies that
higher income, white residents have a higher percentage of access to natural spaces, parks, and
public recreation areas than minority households. There are serious issues with this due to the
many health, social, and ecological benefits that accompany green spaces and parks. Green
spaces can encourage more active healthy lifestyles in the residents surrounding them and can
also improve the social connection throughout communities by promoting interaction. This kind
of social and active lifestyle can also improve mental health in residents (Anguelovski, 2018).
Not only do green spaces help with these kinds of aspects, they also increase property values,
economic growth and business investment (Anguelovski, 2019).
It is apparent that in poorer areas vacant land is more likely to be left vacant than higher
income neighborhoods, but once the gentrification process begins it is also likely that a
developer will seize the opportunity for profitable residential or commercial construction. In
these construction plans most developers will then incorporate some sort of green amenities in
order to increase attraction and aesthetics for surrounding residents (Maantay, 2018). While this
form of green gentrification is less likely to occur in Austin, the ‘Green Space Paradox’ is one
that has a higher chance of being present. The green space paradox is the contradictory situation
that comes to fruition when a cities government attempts to correct past community resource
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inequities. Ironically, once these inequities are addressed the area becomes more desirable and
leads to the displacement of minority groups and a change in the demographic composition of
the area. There have been many occasions of this happening throughout the U.S., including in
Harlem, Portland, and Brooklyn (Anguelovski, 2018).
There has been an increasing amount of research done to identify green space paradox
evidence and resulting gentrification from new green infrastructures in an area. However, there
is a need for more research on whether or not cities with higher rates of green infrastructure
actually result in increased social and racial inequalities in the surrounding areas (Anguelovski,
2018). Green gentrification has in some instances shown increases in rent and property values,
along with an increase in the population of white residents and a decrease of minority residents
(Rigolon, 2020). These issues are ones that need further inquiry and research in order to
determine the specifics of results and effects in certain areas, Austin Texas being the specific
location of interest for this paper.

Methodology
Data
Data for this study focus on the time period before and after Austin initiated its ‘Imagine
Austin’ plan, which has claimed to cause a substantial increase in access to green spaces
throughout the urban core (City of Austin, 2019). For this research topic data was provided by
several sources, including Austin, Texas’s government website, data.austintexas.gov, and the
U.S. Census website, data.census.gov which has extensive data sources, and covers a period
before and after the Imagine Austin Plan was put in place. To analyze the process of
gentrification it will be vital to gather datasets that cover the dependent variable of demographic
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characteristics such as housing details, education, income, and race to gain a better understanding
of the rates and changes within certain census tracts.
It is extremely important to be able to gather data for specific time periods, however data
for certain years in Travis County is limited. The most appropriate dataset years for analysis are
ACS 2010-2015 (the earliest available data before Imagine Austin), and 2017-2022 (5 years after
Imagine Austin). Data for each demographic factor was collected from the following ACS
Estimates: DP05 ACS Demographic and Housing Estimates, S1101 Households and Families,
S1501 Educational Attainment, and S1901 Income in the Past 12 Months (In Inflation-Adjusted
dollars). Data for the independent variable, green spaces, was also gathered from the City of
Austin Online Data Portal. The ‘BOUNDARIES_city_of_austin_parks’ shapefile dataset
includes information such as specific location, area, name, year established or constructed, and
designated use. The City of Austin also provides data on the Imagine Austin Plan indicators in
order to provide “transparency and accountability” on the status of completion for the goals of
increased green spaces and affordable housing, which will make for more understanding of
analysis and differing results based on time (City of Austin, 2012).
Specific census tracts were chosen for analysis on the Eastern side of Interstate 35, where
there has been a historically, and racially motivated clustered placement of minority residents
since 1928 (Tretter, 2012). Analysis was conducted on 20 census tracts (8.01, 8.02, 8.03, 8.04,
9.01, 9.02, 10, 14.03, 21.09, 21.10, 21.11, 23.04, 23.07, 23.12, 23.13, 23.14, 23.15, 23.16, 23.17,
and 23.18) on the East side of the urban core with 53 gardens, parks, or green spaces. There are
multiple parks in the area of interest that date back to 1952, and some constructed or dedicated as
recently as 2021, providing an efficient range for comparison. As for demographic data, because
most residents facing displacement that have been located in my area of interest are long-time
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and likely older households, it will be extremely important to analyze the changes in resident
housing details, income, race, and education. In order to carry out the analysis of this data,
ArcGIS Pro 2.9 software and the tools and techniques it provides were used. Regarding possible
complications for my analysis, assumptions and limitations associated with this project will be
discussed further in the conclusion section of this study.

Analysis Methods
The focus of this study is to first determine if there is a relationship between the
proximity of green spaces, the independent variable, and the increasing levels of demographic
factors, the dependent variable, in specific census tracts located in East Austin, Texas. The
construction years of the parks that reveal correlation and high green gentrification levels will be
examined to determine if the new parks created through the ‘Imagine Austin’ plan in fact have
higher rates of green gentrification. To do this, there will be utilization of multiple ArcGIS
analytical strategies and tools, which can be extremely helpful in quantitative analysis because of
the way several layers of information can be studied and compared (Davis, 2003). Another
aspect of geospatial analysis and ArcGIS utilization that I will be implementing is the use of
visualization through maps, diagrams, and charts of the associated data (De Smith, 2007). Most
importantly, I will be analyzing the changes of certain demographic characteristics over time in
areas that are located near green spaces.
I have chosen Austin, Texas because of the known gentrification issues it has been facing
and the statistics of enhanced green space proximity for residents that the local government has
provided since instituting its city plan, ‘Imagine Austin’. According to the City of Austin
website, the green space initiative resulting from the Imagine Austin plan has already led to a
significant increased percentage of residents within walking distance to green spaces, specifically
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a 25% increase of residents within a walking distance of at least a ¼ mile for the urban core.
According to the Austin land development code the urban core is defined as being an area
bounded by Texas 71, US 183, Mopac, Loop 360, and Mesa Drive, which covers area well
beyond the downtown area. This heavy increase of green spaces for residents makes it an ideal
study location for analyzing the relationship between gentrification and green spaces.
Throughout my research I have found multiple analytical methods and techniques within prior
studies that utilize important methods that I plan to incorporate into my methodology. The tools
and outline of methods used in this study are based off similar methods used in Anguelovski’s
study on Barcelona in 2018 (Anguelovski, 2018). The following analytical techniques are those
that I chose to utilize in my research project.
Spatial Autocorrelation (Moran’s I)
Testing for autocorrelation is a necessary step to take before Hot Spot Analysis, and after
OLS and GWR, as it determines whether the distribution of characteristics is clustered, or the
result of random chance (Kastreva, P., & Patarchanova, E., 2021). The test statistic constructs
values that determine positive, negative, or no spatial autocorrelation. If these values equal 0,
there is no spatial autocorrelation (random), if equal to a positive value there is positive
autocorrelation (clustered), and a negative value means negative autocorrelation (distributed)
(Kurek, S., Wójtowicz, M., & Gałka, J., 2021).
Moran’s I was performed on each demographic factor for both sets of years for all tracts
of Travis County, and all reports showed a high z-score, low p-value, and therefore a high
chance that the likelihood of the clustered pattern could not be a result of random chance. The
choice made for conceptualization of spatial relationships was set at the automated Fixed
Distance Band setting. For this step in analysis this result is expected as we know these factors
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are likely related to other variables, however it is needed to understand that these factors cluster
spatially before performing hot spot analysis.
Spatial autocorrelation is also needed to carry out the second portion of analysis, GWR
and OLS for determining green gentrification. In order to do this, determining the locations of
each census tract centroid and calculating the distance from each centroid to the nearest park was
the first necessary step. After completing this, spatial autocorrelation was used to determine
whether the distance calculated for each census tract polygon was clustered or random. The
result of this test was that these values are random.

Hot Spot Analysis (Getis-Ord Gi*)
After conducting spatial autocorrelation, Hot Spot Analysis was conducted on the chosen
demographic factors to reveal areas within Travis County with hot spots and cold spots. Hot spot
analysis in the ArcGIS software is done using Getis-Ord Gi statistics and identifies statistically
significant groups of high or low values. This tool results in a z-score and p-value for each
attribute and automatically adds new table field that corresponds to the respective confidence
levels (Kastreva, P., & Patarchanova, E., 2021). Hot spot maps were created over each
demographic factor; race (percent white), education (percent over 25 with bachelor’s degree),
income (median income), and housing (percent owners). To locate the clustering trends of the
demographic factors we reviewed the changes of the ACS datasets for 2010-2015 and 20172022.

Percentage Change Calculation
In order to identify census tracts where new construction of parks is highest, a map of percentage
change across Travis County was also created. Percentage of increase for census tracts was
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calculated using the following percentage increase equation:
(𝑉2 −𝑉1 )
×
|𝑉1 |

100

V1 = Total parks before 2012
V2 = Total parks after 2012

Parks constructed before 2012 and after 2012 (including year of 2012) will highlight the census
tracts and general area of which further study should be focused. While revitalization of parks
has been a big focus for the city of Austin, actual new green space creation has also been
occurring over the last 10 years. The focus of percentage change was put on 2012 to center
around the time of the Imagine Austin plan initiation.

Figure 1. Map showing City parks and green spaces within Travis County
Percentage change was also calculated for demographic factors from the 2010-2015 to
2017-2022 time periods for buffers of parks at .25-mile, .15-mile, and .05-mile. To evaluate
factor changes within buffer zones I averaged the values of percentage changes for census tracts
that overlayed each buffer. Some parks were also dissolved into individual buffers that shared
similar years of construction (before 2012) to create a total of 28 buffer areas for 52 total parks.
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There is a total of 7 parks or buffer zones within this area created after 2012 which will be
compared with those created before 2012.

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
OLS is a global statistical regression analysis technique commonly used in the social
sciences and assumes the relationship between dependent and independent variables is spatially
stationary, or the same across the entire space (Anguelovski, 2018). The following OLS model:
𝛾 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑋1 + 𝜀
Represents 𝑦 as the dependent variables (demographic factors), 𝛽 represents the coefficient, Χ
represents the explanatory or independent variable, and 𝜀 as the random error term/residual. The
OLS model creates a best fitting single regression equation that might possibly provide the best
explanation of the relationship between the dependent (demographic factors) and independent
variable (distance to parks). Each regression model for my analysis contained one dependent
variable and one independent variable to identify individual relationships between a single
demographic factor and proximity to green spaces. Before exploring further regression models
such as GWR, it is necessary to examine the results of OLS model for this research question.

Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR)
GWR is a statistical regression analysis tool that differs from OLS in that it is a local
rather than global technique. A global model assumes that the relationships between the
dependent variables and outcome variable are stationary through space, while the local model
allows for the more realistic scenario where variables are nonstationary and change
geographically (Matthews, S. A., & Yang, T. C. 2012). The GWR equation is also more
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advanced than the OLS equation in that it includes the coordinates of each location
(Anguelovski, 2018):
𝛾𝑗 = 𝛽𝑗 (𝑢𝑗 , 𝑣𝑗 ) + 𝛽𝑖 (𝑢𝑗 , 𝑣𝑗 )𝑥𝑖𝑗 + 𝜀𝑗
In this model, 𝑗 represents location, 𝑢𝑗 , 𝑣𝑗 represents coordinates for each location, and 𝑥𝑖𝑗
represents the local independent variable. GWR was performed on the entire Travis County
census tracts with the expectation that at least some of the variation can be explained by the
spatial dependence of each dependent variable (demographic factors) and the independent
variable (distance to parks). In order to examine which spatial variation model more accurately
fits this relationship the comparison between OLS and GWR will be explored, but the expected
result of these models is for there to be a distinguishable geographic effect for distance to parks
on each individual demographic factor.

Results & Discussion
Before conducting analysis solely on the East side tracts, the factors of gentrification over
the entirety of the 200 census tracts within Travis County was analyzed in order to justify the
focus of the target area. Because earliest available census data is limited to 2010, the ACS data
over the years of 2010-2015 (earliest before Imagine Austin Plan) and 2017-2022 (5 years after
Imagine Austin Plan) was analyzed in order to maintain a fair time period analysis. The factors
that are most associated with gentrification and were selected as indicators are race (percent
white), education (percent over 25 with bachelor’s degree or higher), income (median income of
households per tract), and housing details (percent of owners vs. renters). Census tract data was
collected in order to track the demographic factors and explain the trends of gentrification. The
central focus of this research is to specifically examine the east side of Austin due to the racial
history and ongoing growth of the city. Use of Hot Spot Analysis and park percentage increase
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will aid in justification of the focus area that was intended and in determining the specific tracts
located in this area that should be included in analysis. These processes will produce maps that
show which area of Austin we should be concerned with for identifying green gentrification.

Travis County Hot Spot Analysis
Spatial patterns of variables can often show a degree of grouping, and in order to locate
these areas hot spot analysis was performed. Hot spot analysis over the core of Austin, Travis
County, between the periods of 2010-2015 and 2017-2022 provided visualization of the
remaining impacts from previous city segregation implementations that was expected. There are
clearly statistically significant hot and cold spots that are spatially separated into specific areas of
the county. As expected, the highest median income, highest percent of white residents, and
highest percent of population with a bachelor’s degree is located on the west side, and the
highest percentage of homeowners is surrounding the city’s core with a higher percentage of
renters near the core and East side. This confirms that the East side is an appropriate location for
possible green gentrification as it is the area with the highest vulnerability.

Figure 2. Hot Spot Analysis maps over demographic indicators for both years (2010-2015 &
2017-2022)
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Figure 2. cont. Hot Spot Analysis maps over demographic indicators for both years (2010-2015
& 2017-2022)
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Percentage Change for Green Spaces
Percentage Increase of Parks after 2012 was conducted by calculating the number of
parks created before 2012 and the number of parks created during and after 2012 and then
applying the appropriate equation for percentage increase. As predicted there appears to be a
higher percentage increase on the East side of the city which reflects activity that occurs during
the green space paradox as this area is indicated as a vulnerable area through the Hot Spot
analysis. There are also tracts on the southern and western side of the County that have shown a
significant increase. Because there is a variance of increase levels within the central East side,
this makes this area suitable for further analysis.

Figure 3. Map of all Travis County tracts and percentage increases (from 2010-2015 to 20172022) for parks per tract
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East side Census Tracts & Green Space Analysis
After examining the entirety of the core of Austin (Travis County), the size and area of
the East side was determined to include 20 census tracts. This area is defined by the East side of
Interstate 35, the West side of Highway 183, South of the University of Texas at Austin, and the
North side of Highway 71. This area includes a total of 53 city parks and green spaces that have
been grouped into 28 buffer zones for similar years of construction. The area was determined to
be acceptable for green gentrification as it includes 9 census tracts that have shown average or
above average percentage increases of green spaces, and 11 census tracts that have low
percentage increase of green spaces. As the purpose of the study requires the area of focus to be
reduced to a significantly smaller area, the variance of park increase in this area provides the
most appropriate sector for analysis within the entire county.

Figure 4. Map of all Travis County census tracts with East side census tracts highlighted
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In order to analyze whether there is green gentrification occurring in this area I performed
a combination of spatial analysis techniques, including Moran’s I, Ordinary Least Squares,
Geographically Weighted Regression, and a multi-layered buffer technique. The following map
provides city park locations and names for clarity when referencing the correlated buffer zones
later in analysis. For future reference parks will be denoted by the number shown below (#) and
the the name of the park that it is associated with.

Figure 5. Map showing targeted East side census tracts with Park locations, names, and year
established
Before conducting OLS and GWR, Moran’s I was performed on the distance to parks
which revealed there is a random pattern occurring. Distance was calculated by measuring the
distance from each census tract centroid to the nearest park. OLS and GWR was then performed
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on each demographic factor (dependent variable) and proximity to green spaces (independent
variable) for the chosen years, 2010-2015 and 2017-2022. GWR was performed with a
continuous (gaussian) model type and a golden search selection method. The results of the GWR
model showed a substantially better fit to the variables than that of the OLS model as shown
below from the 𝑅 2 , Adjusted 𝑅2 , and AICc value (Figure 6).
Table 1. Results of OLS & GWR for entire Travis County

Moran’s I was then performed on each of the OLS and GWR residuals to determine if
there was clustering. The result of the OLS model showed a higher occurrence of residual
clustering with for the 2017 race, 2017 housing, and 2010 education demographic variables with
a p value of less than 0.05. The GWR model revealed residual clustering only for the 2010 and
2017 housing variable relationships. The results of the OLS & GWR Moran’s I test on residuals
and the resulting values from Table 1 reveal that the local GWR model provides significantly
improved values, and therefore a better model fit, compared to the global OLS model. The local
model that accounts for space (GWR) provides higher explanatory power of variance for the
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chosen variables and is the consequently the method that was chosen for map representation of
this project.

1. Does proximity to parks contribute to an increase in percentage of residents with
bachelor’s degree?
The results expected from buffer areas around city parks for the existence of green
gentrification would show a significant increase of bachelor’s or higher in closer proximity to the
parks, with the highest values in the .05-mile buffer areas. The resulting buffer zone map
correlated to the education factor revealed that there are several parks within the area that show a
progressive increase in percentage change over the chosen time periods (2010-2015 & 20172022) when closer to the parks. However, there are also multiple parks that show no significant
change throughout all three buffer areas. The parks that showed a growing increase with closer
proximity included (4) J.J. Seabrook Greenbelt, (23) Heritage Oaks Neighborhood Park, (13)
Comal Pocket Park, (14) Pan American Neighborhood Park, (9) Givens District Park, (1) Swede
Hill Pocket Park, and (2) Chestnut Pocket Park. All of these parks were created before 2012, and
those that were created after 2012 showed no correlation of education with regards to proximity
to parks. Most of these parks are located in the northern portion of the study area.
The parks with similar percentage increases (of highest average increase) of a bachelor’s
degree or higher in all three buffer areas were the (15) East Boggy Creek Greenbelt buffer zone,
(22) Montopolis Neighborhood Park, and (19) Roy G. Guerrero Colorado River Metro Park
buffer zone. There are also several parks that show a decrease in education with closer proximity
to parks: (6) Lott Pocket Park, (7) Kealing School Park, (5) Astor Place Greenbelt, (20) Civitan
Neighborhood Park, and (28) Country Club Creek Greenbelt. Overall, there are 10 parks that
show no change between all three buffers, 5 parks that show an increase of education
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progressively farther away from the park, 6 parks that have the highest percentage increase in the
0.15-mile buffer, and 7 parks that show the expected trend associated with green gentrification.
This concludes that majority of parks do not follow the predicted outcome and the correlation of
higher rate of education and proximity to parks is generally not significant. However, the parks
that do follow the expected trends will be analyzed in the following demographic factors to
determine if these specific parks could be experiencing some level of green gentrification.

Figure 7. Map showing Buffer zones surrounding parks at .25, .15, and .05-mile increments with
focus on percentage change (from ACS 2010-2015 to 2017-2022) for population having a
bachelor’s or higher
For this model of Geographically Weighted Regression the independent variable was
denoted as the proximity to parks (calculate using Euclidean distance from each tract centroid to
nearest park boundary) and the dependent variable was the education indicator (percentage of
population with a bachelor’s degree or higher). The explanatory power of the variance in
percentage of the population with a bachelor’s degree or higher for the GWR model is up to
67%, with a range of 0.1 - 0.67. The variance of the education indicator percentage is measured
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by the local R-squared values that are mapped below (Figure 8). The regression results show a
negative correlation for both sets of years between proximity to parks and the percentage of
bachelor’s or higher, showing that the rate of education increases with closer proximity to parks.
The negative correlation is stronger for the years of 2017-2022, revealing that the percentage of
residents with higher education is increasing in proximity to parks for this time period.
The parks from the buffer map showing gradual increase of education with closer
proximity are also surrounded by census tracts with high explanatory power (local R-squared
values). All these previously mentioned parks from the buffer map that show progressive
increase in education with proximity to parks fall within census tracts that have an averaged local
R-squared value of 54% or higher. All parks that show growing education rates with decreasing
proximity to parks are located in census tracts with high average local R-squared values,
revealing that there is strong correlation occurring. This concludes that (4) J.J. Seabrook
Greenbelt, (23) Heritage Oaks Neighborhood Park, (13) Comal Pocket Park, (14) Pan American
Neighborhood Park, (9) Givens District Park, (1) Swede Hill Pocket Park, and (2) Chestnut
Pocket Park have a high likelihood of experiencing green gentrification.
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Figure 8. GWR results map depicting Local R-squared values for percent with bachelor’s degree
or higher (dependent) and proximity to parks (independent) for ACS 2010-2015 & 2017-2022
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2. Does proximity to parks contribute to an increase of the median income of households?
For green gentrification occurrence the median income is expected to increase as
proximity to parks decreases. The buffer map depicting percentage change over the two time
periods (2010-2015 & 2017-2022) for median income around the city parks revealed there are no
parks that show a significant growth increase of median income with proximity to parks. Most
parks within this area show the same rate of increase for median income in all three buffer areas
or have the highest increase within the largest buffer area of 0.25-miles. 10 of these parks show
lower increases in buffers closer to the parks. While almost all parks do not show significant
percentage change throughout buffers regarding proximity to parks, most parks are still
experiencing mid-range to high average rates of increase.
Some parks that have shown progressive increase in other demographic factors are the
same as those in this buffer map with the highest general increase of median income in all 3
buffer areas. The parks include (1) Swede Hill Pocket Park, (2) Chestnut Pocket Park, (13)
Comal Pocket Park, and (14) Pan American Neighborhood Park. These specific parks could be
experiencing higher rates of green gentrification than others in the selected area. However, this
trend also follows the general median income values for the census tracts that the parks fall
within, meaning the existence of the park could have little effect on the percentage change of
income. The GWR model results will be analyzed in order to understand the correlation strength
between income and proximity to the parks.
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Figure 9. Map showing Buffer zones surrounding parks at .25, .15, and .05-mile increments with
focus on percentage change (from ACS 2010-2015 to 2017-2022) for median income of
households
The model created from GWR for median income (dependent variable) and proximity to
green spaces (independent variable) provided a much higher R-squared value with the
explanatory power of up to 50%, than that of the OLS model (R-squared <0.043). These values
along with the lower AICc for the GWR results explains the reasoning for choosing the local
model that accounts for space. The results of the GWR model reveal that median incomes have
increased when closer to parks and that the local R-squared values with higher explanatory
percentages are correlated to lower income and larger distance to parks.
The resulting maps show a focus of higher local R-squared values in the southwest
portion of the study area. It appears that most parks that have the highest average increase in all
three buffer zones fall within census tracts that have generally lower local R-squared values. This
likely means that the parks with highest average increases of median income are not correlated to
the park proximity. Parks that are correlated to proximity are mainly being linked to those with
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the lowest average increase factor. Overall, proximity to parks does not appear to be correlated
with higher rates of median income. However, 4 of these parks with high percentage change of
median income (Parks 1, 2, 13 and 14) are also experiencing increasing percentage changes of
other demographic factors with proximity to parks. This is worth noting as the other chosen
demographic factors that are correlated to distance from parks could be a causal driver of median
income.
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Figure 10. GWR results map depicting Local R-squared values for median income (dependent)
and proximity to parks (independent) for ACS 2010-2015 & 2017-2022

3. Does proximity to parks contribute to an increase in percentage of white residents?
The percentage of white residents is expected to increase with closer proximity to parks
for areas that are experiencing green gentrification. The buffer map created for the percentage
increase of white residents over the two time periods revealed 6 parks that show a gradual
increase when closer to the park’s boundary: (1) Swede Hill Pocket Park, (2) Chestnut Pocket
Park, (4) J.J. Seabrook Greenbelt, (8) Oak Springs School Park, (23) Heritage Oaks
Neighborhood Park, and (26) Carson Ridge Pocket Park. However, most parks (19 parks), while
varying in percentage increase ranges, showed no significant change across the three buffer
zones. The parks that do show a progressive increase of white residents with decreasing
proximity to parks all have a mid-range to highest average increase within the closest proximity
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zone of 0.05-miles. The correlation of race and proximity to parks for the parks experiencing
progressive increase will be further analyzed in the following GWR model to determine
likelihood of green gentrification.

Figure 11. Map showing Buffer zones surrounding parks at .25, .15, and .05-mile increments
with focus on percentage change (from ACS 2010-2015 to 2017-2022) for percent of white
residents
The GWR model results of each set of years produced the maps below which visualize
the local R-squared values of each census tract for the relationship between proximity to parks
and the percent of white residents. This model provides a significantly higher explanatory power
for variance (up to 62%) than the OLS model (R-squared <0.04), which signifies that the local
model accounting for space is more appropriate. This also concludes that proximity to parks has
high explanatory power for the percent of white residents. However, while the relationship
between the variables shows a negative correlation for 2010-2015, there is no correlation for
2017-2022. The higher R-squared values for 2010-2015 correlates to smaller distance and higher
percent white, while the 2017-2022 values correlate to a larger distance and higher percent of
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white residents. This alludes to the possibility that the percent of white residents with closer
proximity to parks has generally decreased over this time period. However, the parks that follow
the trend of increased percent of white residents with closer proximity to parks all fall within
census tracts that have a minimum of 0.30-0.35 and a maximum of 0.60 R-squared values for
both sets of years. The parks that show the expected trend of green gentrification for the race
factor appear to show proximity as a likely driving force, but majority of parks in this area do not
show increasing percent of white residents with proximity to parks. The parks following the
expected trend will continue to be analyzed in the remaining gentrification indicator to determine
if there is green gentrification occurring.
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Figure 12. GWR results map depicting Local R-squared values for percent white (dependent)
and proximity to parks (independent) for ACS 2010-2015 & 2017-2022

4. Does proximity to parks contribute to an increase in percentage of residents who own
rather than rent their homes?
For areas experiencing green gentrification, percentage of owners is expected to increase
when closer to parks. The buffer map created representing the percentage change over the years
of 2010-2015 to 2017-2022 for owners showed decrease for majority of parks within the chosen
area. This result is expected as the chosen area falls into the cluster of cold spots for percent of
owners from the hot spot analysis, and the average percentage change for the entire county is
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around -1.87%. All parks with a 0.05-mile buffer area above the average percentage change for
the entire targeted east side area also show a higher percentage increase for the other surrounding
buffer zones. Parks with any range of increase in surrounding buffer zones appear to be clustered
in the northeast and southwest and the majority of those with decrease in percentage are located
in the central and northwest areas. The results of the GWR model will be compared with this
pattern to determine if there is correlation with proximity to parks.

Figure 13. Map showing Buffer zones surrounding parks at .25, .15, and .05-mile increments
with focus on percentage change (from ACS 2010-2015 to 2017-2022) for percent of
homeowners
The results of the GWR model for percent of homeowners (dependent variable) and
proximity to park (independent variable) explains only up to 33% of the variance for the years
2010-2015, and 44% for 2017-2022. While these values are not statistically significant, they
provide much higher explanatory power of variance than the OLS results (R-squared <0.044),
implying that the GWR model accounting for space provides a better explanation of variance and
is therefore more appropriate for further analysis.
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There is a negative relationship between percent of owners and distance to parks for both
sets of years and a higher percent of larger R-squared values associated with larger distance and
lower percent of owners. There are also 6 out of 12 parks that show an above average percentage
increase within the closest proximity buffer area that fall within census tracts where proximity to
parks has above average (27% or higher) explanatory power in 2017-2022. Three of the four
parks that show any progressive increase of homeowners for proximity in the buffer map also
show similar trends in other demographic factors: (4) J.J. Seabrook Greenbelt, (13) Comal
Pocket Park, and (14) Pan American Neighborhood Park. However, only park 13 and 14 are also
located in areas with significant averaged local R-squared values.

0
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Local R-Squared

Local R-Squared
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Figure 14. GWR results map depicting Local R-squared values for percent of homeowners
(dependent) and proximity to parks (independent) for ACS 2010-2015 & 2017-2022

Total Gentrification Levels
In order to gain a better understanding of which parks are associated with experiencing
green gentrification within the surrounding buffer areas I created a final map corresponding to
levels associated with the demographic factors (Figure 15). For each park or green space, I
assigned a point for each buffer zone that contained a demographic indicator that had a higher
percentage increase than the selected east side area overall. Therefore, any park with the level 4
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indicates that at least one of the surrounding buffer areas had a higher percentage increase than
the average for the entire area in each of the previously mentioned factors.

Figure 15. Map showing overall levels of green gentrification for each parks surrounding area
(within 0.25-mile radius)

There are 13 parks buffer zones (total of 28 parks) out of 28 (total of 57 parks) that showed an
insignificant level of green gentrification (Level 1 or 2), while 7 parks buffer zones (29 parks)
had a gentrification level of 3 or higher with a higher percentage increase than the values
associated with the entire East side area in the table below:

Table 2. Table showing average percentage changes of East side Census Tracts for each of the
demographic factors

It is also clear from the factor percentage increases that there is a much higher likelihood of
gentrification occurring in the east side of Austin. The selected East-side area shows a
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significantly higher percentage change overall for each demographic factor than the percentage
change values of the entire Travis County:

Table 3. Table showing average percentage changes of Travis County Census Tracts for each of
the demographic factors

There is a clear increase of average percentage change between the parks identified with lowlevel, mid-level, and high-level gentrification. High level parks have the highest average
percentage increase for all four factors and show levels for each indicator that are significantly
higher than the average changes for the entire Travis County area.

Table 4. Table of average percentage changes for parks with High-Level Gentrification (Level 3
or higher), Mid-Level Gentrification (Level 2), and Low-Level Gentrification (Level 1)

The results of the Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR) models revealed that
there is a significant correlation for the demographic factors and proximity to parks. GWR
reveals explanatory power of park proximity variance for education (percent of residents with
bachelor’s degree or higher) at a maximum of 67%, 44% for percent of homeowners, 62% for
race (percent white), and 50% for median income. These values indicate that proximity to parks
could play a significant factor in the varying demographic indicators for the selected
neighborhood area. However, the expected trend associated with green gentrification for areas
surrounding parks (examined through use of the buffer map method) would show a progressive
increase of factor values with decreasing proximity. When GWR is analyzed in conjunction with
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the buffer zone maps, there are only a limited number of parks that fit this trend and fall within
census tracts with high local R-squared values.
The GWR model for income revealed 50% explanatory power of proximity to parks, and
in conjunction with the results of the median income buffer maps it was revealed that the parks
with the highest level of gentrification and highest rate of a green gentrification trend had a
slightly more significant correlation compared to the low-level gentrification parks. The results
of the education factor GWR model has the highest R-squared value of all four indicators. When
examined in comparison with the parks from the buffer map that show expected green
gentrification trends there appears to be a strong correlation and conclude that the expected trend
is likely caused by distance to parks. The GWR model for the race factor provides the second
highest R-squared value of the four indicators. The majority of parks with an above average
gentrification level also fall within census tracts with high values of R-squared for the GWR race
models. The GWR models with percent of homeowners as the dependent variable had the lowest
R-squared value of the four gentrification indicators, and the buffer zone map created for percent
increase of homeowners did not show the expected trend of green gentrification. However, there
is also majority of parks with a high level of gentrification that have high R-squared values from
the homeowner percent variable GWR models.
The park that shows the highest level of gentrification, (4) J.J. Seabrook Greenbelt, is one
of the only parks that showed progressive increase for almost all demographic factors with
proximity to green spaces. This park also fell into the census tracts with high local R-squared
values for 50% of the gentrification indicators (race and education). Because the park with the
highest gentrification level is also the park with the highest rate of progressive demographic
increase, there is reason to believe that proximity to parks plays an important factor for the
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demographic indicators. The following parks have a gentrification level of 3 points: (13) Comal
Pocket Park, (14) Pan American Neighborhood Park, (15) East Boggy Creek Greenbelt Buffer
Zone, (16) Colorado River Greenbelt, (19) Roy G. Guerrero Colorado River Metro Park Buffer
Zone, and (23) Heritage Oaks Neighborhood Park. Most of these parks (71%) have majority high
local R-squared values from the GWR models, with the exception of 2 parks (park 15 & 16)
which have a high gentrification level and do not fall in census tracts with high R-squared values
for the four indicators. 57% of these parks with high gentrification levels also follow the
expected green gentrification trend of a progressive increase with decreased proximity to parks
for at least two of the demographic factors. Because there is a higher percent of parks located in
census tracts with majority high local R-squared values for the indicator GWR models, this
affirms that proximity to parks has a significant explanatory power for the variance of the
demographic variables. While the expected trend of progressive increase with decreased
proximity to parks does not appear to be occurring for most parks in the area, the average Rsquared values of all four factors for the parks with a gentrification level of 3 or higher are all
significant and indicate that green gentrification is occurring for these areas.

Conclusion
The goal of this study was to answer the question “is there a positive correlation between
green spaces and increased gentrification in relation to proximity?” and to examine the
relationship between the ‘Imagine Austin’ plan and parks experiencing green gentrification. The
specific neighborhood chosen for analysis is known by city residents as experiencing an increase
in newly constructed businesses, homes, and apartments, and as a result has led to the increase of
property tax and displacement of long-time, majority non-white residents. With the growing
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population and green infrastructure movement occurring in the city of Austin it is important to
analyze and understand whether green spaces within a neighborhood have a relationship with the
surrounding demographics. The research question was examined through multiple steps and
methods; Hot Spot analysis (Getis-Ord Gi*), Spatial Autocorrelation (Moran’s I), Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS), and Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR). The results of these methods
were mapped for visual analysis and compared in order to answer the question presented in this
study.
The research completed in this study contributes to geography literature on gentrification
by examining the causal relationship of green spaces on demographics in Austin, Texas. There
have been numerous studies and works over gentrification processes in Austin, but research on
the involvement of green spaces has been limited. The utilization and comparison of
Geographically Weighted Regression, Ordinary Least Squares regression, and buffer zone
analysis for a relationship over gentrification and a spatially significant variable also adds to the
research over useful analysis methods for gentrification.
The spatial, descriptive, and statistical analysis methods conducted in this study revealed
that there is a correlation between the demographic factors and park proximity for the chosen
city parks and their surrounding areas. The parks that show higher levels of gentrification
(Figure 15), being (4) J.J. Seabrook Greenbelt, (13) Comal Pocket Park, (14) Pan American
Neighborhood Park, (15) East Boggy Creek Greenbelt Buffer Zone, (16) Colorado River
Greenbelt, (19) Roy G. Guerrero Colorado River Metro Park Buffer Zone, and (23) Heritage
Oaks Neighborhood Park, have above average R-squared values for majority of gentrification
indicators. While this is the case, the entire area appears to have only a small number of parks
that follow the green gentrification trend that was predicted to occur over the selected time
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period within the buffer zone maps. However, when examining only the parks that have high
levels of gentrification and follow the expected trend of green gentrification in the buffer zones
(Parks 4, 13, 14, & 23), there are high R-squared values located around these. There are many
possible explanations for the green gentrification trend having so little occurrence, including that
size of the buffer zones applied to the parks were insignificant in size and therefore did not
reflect an area large enough to reflect the progressive increase with proximity to parks. Another
explanation might be that while there is a significant explanatory power of proximity to parks,
there are other unknown variable(s) that are affecting the census tract demographic trends. But
more than likely, the parks following this trend are simply experiencing the highest rate of green
gentrification compared to the others in the area.
The area experiencing the lowest level of gentrification is the northwest and northeast
portions of the chosen east side tracts, which is the closest area to the core of Austin, contains
some of the highest percentages of the demographic variables, and mirrors areas with the lowest
R-squared values of park proximity for the 2017-2022 GWR models. This area has likely already
gone through the stages of gentrification and therefore has smaller percentage changes for the
indicators. The parks experiencing the highest level of gentrification are focused in the core of
the targeted east side tracts and reflect areas of the city that are known as high interest residential
and commercial zones. The core of the east side tracts also surrounds one of the largest park
areas in the city core which likely adds to the residential attraction to the area.
Areas around parks experiencing low gentrification mirrored the areas of low R-squared
values related to explanatory power of proximity to parks, and those experiencing high
gentrification are within areas with generally higher R-squared values. The significance of this is
that there appears to be a correlation between areas that experience higher percentage increases
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of gentrification factors and proximity to parks. The demographic data obtained for the chosen
time period suggests that there is an active process of green gentrification occurring in the
chosen East side neighborhood of Austin, Texas, but only for specific parks. However, only one
of the parks with high level of gentrification surrounding it was created after 2012 which
suggests rejection of the hypothesis that the creation of new green spaces would lead to an
increase in gentrification. This could mean that the existence of the ‘green space paradox’ and
the implementation of the ‘Imagine Austin’ plan is not the causal driver of the increased green
gentrification, but the lack of data on revitalization efforts for the city parks makes the results
partially inconclusive. The parks experiencing green gentrification could also be associated with
the growing interest in green space use or aesthetic that is known to be occurring throughout the
United States.
In conclusion, this study reveals there is green gentrification occurring during this time
period around multiple parks within the vulnerable East side area of Austin. These parks appear
to be focused in the core of the targeted area which contains the largest park and river-front area,
along with commercial areas and a variety of housing types. However, there is some level of
randomness for the parks experiencing high gentrification, suggesting that there are other factors
involved. These could be related to the reasons for the level of interest in a park, such as size,
park amenities, setting, and level of maintenance, or could be caused by other variables that have
not been accounted for in this study. Majority of parks that were created during or after 2012,
when the ‘Imagine Austin’ plan was initiated, are experiencing low levels of green gentrification.
From this we can assume that the efforts of added green space access initiated by the city plan
are not influencing the levels of gentrification occurring in the area.
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After analyzing the gentrification levels in the targeted East side of Austin, it is important
for further research to be completed on tracking the minority resident’s displacement trends and
the changes of community benefits that are associated. It is already known from prior studies that
the East side of Austin is experiencing the highest rate of gentrification in the city but analyzing
the common park areas of residents that experienced displacement could provide clarity for work
on the status of future vulnerable neighborhoods. Another part of this study that should be further
analyzed is over the common assumption that there is a high correlation between education and
income level. Education appeared to be the variable with proximity to parks as the highest
explanatory power, while the income factor had the lowest value. It would be helpful to further
analyze these factors to understand the relationship between them, as there could be a correlation
between them. It would also be beneficial in future studies of Austin to examine other possible
gentrification variables that could show high correlation with proximity to parks such as housing
costs, job and commercial growth, or changes in the specific races that are being displaced from
the area (such as Hispanic or African American).
Limitations of this study include the limited available years of analysis, limited data on
revitalization efforts of parks, and the broad definition of identifying and measuring
gentrification. Unfortunately, ACS Census data is digitally limited on Travis County for years
before 2010. Survey data over the years of 2007 would have greatly benefited this study as it was
important to examine the years before the ‘Imagine Austin’ plan was put in place in 2012. As the
goal of this study was to determine if efforts of the ‘Imagine Austin’ plan had contributed to
green gentrification, data over park revitalization was an important factor of analysis. However,
due to data limitations, only the park construction year was available to determine if there was
correlation. The broad and generally undefined method of identifying and measuring
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gentrification also presented limitations in this study. The factors for gentrification were chosen
based on the research presented in the literature review. However, these variables can tend to
leave out a level of impact on social culture that could be significant, especially in a city like
Austin that has placed major importance on sense of place and the goal of “keeping Austin
weird”.
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APPENDICES

Photographs by Author

Figure A.1. Chestnut Community Pocket Park (Park 2)

Figure A.2. Lott Pocket Park (Park 6)

Figure A.3. Rosewood Neighborhood Park (Part of 3 Park Buffer Zone)

Figure A.4. Carson Ridge Pocket Park (Park 26)

Figure A.5. Comal Pocket Park (Park 13)

Figure A.6. Comal Pocket Park (Park 13)

Figure A.7. Metz Park & Recreation Center (Portion of Park Buffer Zone 19)

Figure A.8. Govalle Neighborhood Park (Portion of Park Buffer Zone 15)

Figure A.9. Govalle Neighborhood Park (Portion of Park Buffer Zone 15)

Figure A.10. Oak Springs School Park (Park 8)

Figure A.11. Example of the distinguishable difference in housing conditions within the
chosen East side area, located at corner of Catalpa Street and Waller Street

